
 News Release

 

 

INCJ sells its holding in SQUSE Inc. 

 

Tokyo, June 2, 2021 — INCJ, Ltd. (“INCJ”) announces that it has sold its entire holding in 

SQUSE Inc. (“SQUSE”) to Mikio Shimizu, Founder and Representative Director of SQUSE.   

 

About SQUSE Inc. 

Established:   October 1997 (Incorporated April 2002) 

Headquarters:   Kyoto-shi, Kyoto 

Representative:   Mikio Shimizu, Founder and Representative Director  

Business outline:  Manufacture and sale of industrial robots, and related operations in 

factory automation, robotics and solutions 

URL:    http://www.squse.co.jp/ 

 

About INCJ, Ltd. 

INCJ, Ltd. was established in September 2018 via company split from Innovation Network 

Corporation of Japan (INCJ). INCJ was established in July 2009 with the aim of overcoming 

boundaries between companies and industries, creating and nurturing key industries via open 

innovation for the prosperity of future generations. Following revisions to its governing law—the 

Industrial Competitiveness Enhancement Act—the continuing company changed its name to 

Japan Investment Corporation (JIC) and began new activities. INCJ, Ltd. is mandated until March 

2025 to pursue the activities of the original Innovation Network Corporation of Japan, engaging 

in “Value Up” initiatives at portfolio companies, making additional and milestone investments, 

and developing exit strategies from investments in portfolio companies.  

URL: http://www.incj.co.jp/english/ 
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Appendix 

 

Target: SQUSE Inc.  

Established:  October 1997 (Incorporated April 2002) 

Headquarters:   Kyoto-shi, Kyoto 

Representative:   Mikio Shimizu, Founder and Representative Director  

Business outline:  Manufacture and sale of industrial robots, and related solutions 

 

Overview of investment 

Announcement date:  February 12, 2014 

Authorized investment:  JPY500 million (maximum) 

Amount invested:  JPY500 million 

- Press release:  INCJ to invest in industrial robot venture company SQUSE Inc. 

https://www.incj.co.jp/english/newsroom/upload/docs/d237f93f8610

32bb7a788febab566eb3e9d49417.pdf  

 

１． Background of investment 

SQUSE, established in 1997, supports factory automation and the development and 

manufacture of industrial robots. The company is uniquely positioned as a systems integrator 

that also has manufacturing capabilities, producing industrial robots suitable for working in 

collaboration with humans and successfully developing a five-fingered robotic hand that can 

manipulate pliant and delicate materials, such as food items, in the same way as humans. 

INCJ announced in February 2014 the decision to invest a maximum of JPY500 million in 

SQUSE, based on its judgement that the widespread use of the low cost, human-collaborating 

robots developed by SQUSE is expected to contribute to the automation of delicate 

operations—such as pick and place maneuvers—which still depend on human hands and 

invigorating the overall manufacturing sector, as a growing number of industries, such as food 

processing, pharmaceuticals and cosmetics and agriculture are being forced to work to resolve 

labor shortages and avoid human intervention.  

 

2. Business progress 

Subsequent to the INCJ investment, SQUSE grew its business through the development of 

proprietary automation systems, securing business with major convenience store suppliers 

and with customers in a variety of other sectors. The company also built up a particularly strong 

track record of implementation in the food industry, including winning overseas projects in 

collaboration with major Japanese manufacturers. However, in pursuing further adoption of its 

proprietary products, the company was constrained by time, capital and other resources, and 

embarked on a search for suitably aligned companies that could provide collaboration and 

support. However, this search coincided with widespread changes to the business 

environment, leading to impacts such as a decline in industrial appetite for capital expenditure. 

https://www.incj.co.jp/english/newsroom/upload/docs/d237f93f861032bb7a788febab566eb3e9d49417.pdf
https://www.incj.co.jp/english/newsroom/upload/docs/d237f93f861032bb7a788febab566eb3e9d49417.pdf


This led to a reduction in revenues, and a risk to the continuing viability of SQUSE.  

 

3. Reason for exit 

Despite being in a challenging situation with respect to ongoing business viability, SQUSE had 

proprietary technology in factory automation, and in searching for a partner with which to 

continue its operations, IDEC Factory Solutions offered to take over this business. An 

agreement was subsequently reached for the transfer of SQUSE’s business operations to 

IDEC Factory Solutions, and the business transfer was completed on April 30, 2021. 

Concomitant with the completion of this business transfer, INCJ has complied with a request 

from Mikio Shimizu, President and CEO of SQUSE, to sell INCJ’s shares in the company. 

Although the business operations of SQUSE have been transferred, the company’s 

sophisticated technology will continue to be used as part of IDEC Factory Solutions.  
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